  

LAW BOOKS BY THE MILLION
AN ACCOUNT OF THE LARGEST LAW-BOOK HOUSE IN THE WORLD,–
THE HOME ESTABLISHMENT OF THE NATIONAL REPORTER SYSTEM
AND THE AMERICAN DIGEST SYSTEM

West Publishing Co.†
The West Publishing Co. presents its compliments to the members of the Bench and Bar of America, and extends to them all a
hearty invitation to visit its building and offices, in St. Paul.

A

proves to be an unexpected revelation of the magnitude and of the interesting character of the business which is carried on in the
home establishment of the National Reporter System.
This business is one which the New York Nation declares “makes St.
Paul, for at least one purpose, the intellectual center of the United
States.” It is the business of applying the most advanced methods of
law publishing, on the most extensive scale, to the body of judicial
decisions which is of the greatest practical importance to the active
part of the legal profession of the country.
If you, to whom this booklet is addressed, come to St. Paul, we
shall be very glad to see you, and to take you through the building.
In the meantime, these pictures will serve to give you an idea of
what we would have to show. Perhaps they may induce you to
come! It is incidentally interesting to see how it comes about that a
Western house should be at the head of the law publishing business,
not only of this country, but of the world.
†

TRIP THROUGH THE BUILDING always

St. Paul 1901. Editors’ note: The odd fuzzy borders on some pictures are in the originals.
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The West Publishing Co.’s building is built, not upon a hill, but
upon the side of a hill. It is an advantageous position for a manufacturing establishment carrying hundreds of tons of heavy machinery
above its foundations, but it does not make as impressive a building
from the front as it would if all of its nine stories were above the
street level. This modesty prepares a surprise for the visitor, who
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finds himself descending and still descending, to floor below floor,
all lit with floods of strong southern sunshine, whereas logically (i.e.
from the logic of the Third Street entrance) they ought to be
plunged in underground darkness. This arrangement is of great advantage in the matter of light for the storage rooms and it brings the
general offices and sales-rooms (which are necessarily placed above
the departments operating heavy machinery, and which are actually
on the sixth floor) to the street floor in front; while the furnace
room, requiring carloads of coal, and the storage-rooms, taking in
carloads of paper and stereotype metal, are easily accessible from
the railroad tracks in the back yard.
If the visitor begins his tour by taking the elevator to the top of
the building, he will be led first to the proof-reading department,
which occupies the entire ninth story. This is a superimposed story,
not seen from the street, known to the jovial occupants as the “Roof
Garden.” Here there are twenty separate rooms for isolated proofreaders, besides long common rooms in the center for related work.
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The proof-reading on law books is very much more exacting than
ordinary proof-reading. It is done by trained experts, and the minuteness of their scrutiny would be a revelation to the ordinary
proof-reader, no less than to the general reader, who takes typographical perfection for granted,– though any one familiar with type
knows that more natural depravity inheres in those blocks of metal
than in any other inanimate creature known. Every page is read
twice, by different readers, trained in familiarity with legal phraseology. The rules regarding the “style” and make-up of the matter
make a good-sized volume, but they are a necessary guide in unifying the work of so large a number of individual workers, reading
hundreds of pages every day.
The composing room occupies, with the adjoining stereo-type
room, the entire eighth floor. The spacious room, with its rows after rows of printers’ “cases,” its fonts of perfect type, its orderly
lines of expert workmen, and its complete appliances of the latest
and most approved sort for handling work expeditiously and to advantage, is a revelation to a man familiar with the ordinary printing
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office. The compositors are an exceptionally intelligent set of men,
dignified and workmanlike in appearance. Bookwork is a different
thing from newspaper work, and legal bookwork is of the higher
grades of that. Some of the men have been in their present positions
fifteen and twenty years,– a fact which has its bearing upon the high
standard maintained. The capacity of this department is almost fabulous. The American Digest of 1898 contains 17,000,000 ems, or
about 34,000,000 separate letters,– matter which would fill about
25 volumes, if set like the ordinary State Reports or text books. It
would take one average compositor over seven years to set it, but it
was handled here in about two weeks, without interruption to other
current work. For the year ending Aug. 31, 1900, the output was
254,000,000 ems, which would be the equivalent of from 300 to
400 volumes of ordinary law reports, or say 800 to 900 books of
average literary size,– two or three every working day of the year.
The combination of tremendous speed with a high grade of work is
something that could be attained only in this exceptional sort of an
establishment, where each man is an expert and the men are many.
The work done sometimes in one day here would keep an ordinary
print-shop of ten or fifteen handwork men occupied for a year.
One important element in the attainment of this speed is, of
course, the development towards perfection of typesetting machines. These elaborate pieces of mechanism have only within the
last few years become practicable, though the dream of them has
hung before inventors for over a century. Recent developments
have succeeded each other so rapidly that expensive machines which
six or eight years ago were the best of their kind, and cost fifteen
hundred dollars to two thousand apiece, are today worth the price
of old iron only.
The Linotype, of which there are 16 in this room, all in active
operation (and during the larger part of the year busy night as well
as day), casts lines of “type” in the shape of small metal bars, by
means of a little pot of molten metal hidden under its innumerable
attachments. If we were to attempt to do by hand composition the
work which is here handled by about 30 men with the use of the
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Linotype, it would require the building of an additional story capable of accommodating 150 workmen.
The processes of stereotyping are among the most picturesque of
the printing business. Here are kettles of molten metal, waiting to
be turned into “plates” to print from; here are wheels and saws and
knives that trim and shape the solid metal as easily as though it were
cheese.
A mold of the type-page is made of stereotyper’s paper which is
beaten down, wet, into the type form, and then baked hard. From
this the metal plate is cast, and from these plates, not from type, the
book is printed. After the first printing, the plates are stored away
in underground vaults, and preserved for the reprint editions which
are constantly called for.
The editorial department is naturally the most interesting to a
lawyer, for here he sees the actual process by which “the law as it is”
is put within his reach. It occupies the entire seventh floor of the
building. Here are the editors, the revisors, the digesters, and the
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annotators, each of them a lawyer first and an experienced “lawwriter” next. To bring together and train this efficient corps has
been the work of years; and as a body there is not another to match
it. The tests given applicants make it certain that only lawyers of
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more than average ability, and with special mental aptitude for this
class of work, are engaged in this very important position. A lawyer
of scholarly tastes and abilities finds a more attractive field in legal
literary work than in the competitive struggle which awaits him if he
enters the practice, and the rewards, if less dazzling, are more assured.
Instead of being left to follow individual whims and theories, the
editors act under an elaborate code of Instructions, which is the outcome of experience in reporting over 275,000 cases. No report is
published until it has been carefully examined and revised. The general recognition of the excellence of the editorial work upon the
Reporters is amusingly illustrated by some leading law journals,
which often adopt, not only the text of the opinion from the Reporters, but headnote and statement of fact as well, without taking
the precaution to indicate that they were only borrowers, and not
sponsors.
The editorial standard, placed high at the beginning, has been
constantly advanced, and the question of expense is never considered when the editorial integrity of a piece of work is concerned.
The adherence to this policy has justified such comments as the following from the late Thomas G. Shearman of New York City, author of Shearman & Redfield on Negligence: “The American Digest
is so far superior to any other digest which has ever been published,
either in America or England, as really to admit of no comparison.”
In the digests, the advantage resulting from the uniform methods
possible to a corps of co-workers is manifest. The Century Digest,
for instance, would not be a possibility on any other basis. It is coming out at the average rate of nearly a volume a month, each volume
being equivalent to a digest of one hundred volumes of reports; and
the distribution of these hundreds of thousands of digest paragraphs
is made according to a scientific and logical classification of the law,
which has been carefully worked out down to the smaller subdivisions of the subjects. The “American Digest classification” has been
recommended by the American Bar Association for universal adoption by digesters, as the best basis for a uniform classification of the
law.
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The Century Digest editors are grouped in a room by themselves. The manuscript material, written on slips for easier classifying, is stored till wanted in a fire-proof room in the Annex, where it
is in the charge of a corps of clerks, who send to the editors at any
time any special section that may be needed. Every assistance is given to the editors in the way of clerks, stenographers, and all sorts of
ingenious mechanical appliances.
In this department of assistants are the “verifiers,” who examine
every citation to make sure that title, volume, and page are correctly given; the copy preparers, who go over the manuscript to see that
they are typographically ready for the printer’s unreasoning acceptance; the record keepers of various sorts, copyists and assistants, acting under the direct orders of the editors,– numbering in
all over 150 persons, mostly young women. There is, necessarily,
much detail connected with the handling of the opinions preliminary
to publication. They come here from all the states in manuscript
form,– a form of “report” with which the legal profession was very
familiar before the “advance sheets” of the Reports were thought of,
and they must be recorded and sent to the editors in turn, and
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checked at every stage of progress toward the printed report. This
department is as thoroughly organized and as fully equipped as any
in the building.
The editorial library, which is in constant requisition, is probably
one of the most completely equipped reference law libraries in the
country. All citations of cases, whether in a decision, note, statement, or elsewhere, are verified before they go out in print by a
reference to the original volumes or from carefully compiled tables.
Thousands of errors in the manuscripts are corrected in this way
annually. Every lawyer will realize the importance of this work
from a memory of time and patience wasted by “miscitations.”
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The press-room, where the actual printing is done, is down on
one of the lower floors,– a large, airy, and well-lighted room, specially built and fitted up for the accommodations of these busy and
heavy machines, which are kept running both day and night during a
great part of the year. Here tons of blank paper are taken in, and
turned out as printed records of judicial decisions, to affect, directly
or indirectly, the personal and property interests of our 76,000,000
persons.
The importance of perfect appliances here is made clear when
the pressman explains that carelessness in his department would
spoil a piece of work to which every other department might have
contributed its best. In fact, from the pressman’s point of view, neither the paper manufacturer, nor the typefounder, nor the printer
who sets the type, nor the laborious proof-reader, nor ever the august tribunal which promulgated the opinions, is quite so important
a factor in producing the prefect law book at last as the man who
sees that the forms “register” all right, and that the ink does not
“smooch” or the fresh pages “offset.”
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These storage vaults, used exclusively
for the preservation of the metal
plates, which constitute one of the valuable assets of a great publishing
house, are burrowed into the sandstone
of the hillside, and, though they open
out on the press-room at their entrance, their course runs 80 feet below
the surface of the earth,– five stories
down from the front entrance. Here the
plates are filed away, page by page,
and volume by volume, in exact order,
at hand instantly when wanted,

yet safe from fire, flood and cyclone. The vaults are nearly a
quarter of a mile in length, contain over 2,500,000 pounds of
stereo plates, the metal of which is
worth at market prices over $150,
000, and which represent an original cost for manuscript and composition of over $3,000,000. Only those plates are preserved which
are needed for reprinting, and
some are always in use to meet the
demand for back volumes.
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The automatic folders, which take the sheets of paper, each with
32 printed pages on it, from the presses, and fold them exactly and
with marvelous rapidity into the “signature” required in the book,
are wonderful pieces of mechanical ingenuity. A pile of the printed
double sheets from the press is laid upon the table, and the wheels
are started. At once a rubber finger, which works with a comical
imitation of consciousness doubles up a corner of the top sheet, and
pushes it on until it is caught by the revolving belts, and shifted on
to be suspended over what looks like the mouth of a small maelstrom of machinery. There it is sucked own into a tangle of wheels
and belts and rods and blunt knives, and what happens to it there no
man knows; but when it escapes at last it is not torn to ribbons at
all, but the two sheets are separated and neatly folded by four distinct folds, and the 32 pages have found their consecutive arrangement.
Adjoining the press-room is the store-room for the paper. Bales
and bundles of paper, and bales and bundles beyond that again. They
are brought in here at the rate, on an average, of a carload every five
days,– and of course taken out to feed the sturdy appetite of the
presses at about the same rate of speed.
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Our paper is made specially for us (and has been for nearly twenty years) by one of the largest millers of the country. It is a rag paper,– which means that it is a superior paper. Wood-stock papers,
owing to the cheapness, are very commonly used, even in books
where one would not expect them; and the processes of manufacture often give them a superficial finish which makes them look as
well as rag paper,– at first. But it is impossible to give them the
wearing qualities of the more costly rag paper, and the books will
unfailingly show the difference in time.
On the lowest floor of all are the boiler and engine rooms. This
engine has for years sent the power for machinery to all the manufacturing departments, and now stands waiting to throw itself into
the breach if at any time there should be a failure on the part of the
electric motors with which the building has been newly fitted. The
boilers supply steam to heat all parts of the 3½-acre building, with
its many miles of steam pipes.
Turning to reascend, we stop at the bindery on the fourth floor,
where we find tables and tables and tables crowded with books indifferent stages of undress. The wire stitchers, “smashers,” trimSPRING 2011
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mers, hydraulic presses, etc., are all interesting examples of modern
machinery; and watching them in operation makes clear the various
processes, from the folding of the sheet to the polishing of the label,
by which the printed paper is transformed into the familiar sheepskin-covered volumes. Twelve hundred and seventy-five of these
were turned out in one day, recently, as a regular day’s work.
Among the remarkable machines here are the sewing machines
for books, which take in the folded sheets, and turn out books all
sewed, knots tied, ready for the “smasher.” One of these sewing
machines will turn out 200 books while an expert hand-sewer turns
out 40, and, what is even more important, it does superior work.
This is not always the case with the new invention. There is generally some compensating disadvantage in the character of machine
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work to avenge the hands from which the work has been taken, but
in these machine-sewed books the advantages are all on one side.
The work is firmer, more durable, and better in every way. Eight
threads are used, and they are so interlocked that, even if one section be torn out of the book, the adjoining sections are not loosened. The advantages of a method of sewing that allow a book to be
opened to the full without breaking is manifest in such heavy volumes as the American Digest. Statistics give the poorest sort of an
idea of the facts, and it doesn’t mean much to us when we are told
that 5,000 to 6,000 sheep resign their skins every month in favor of
the National Reporter System. But we are impressed in spite of ourselves when we learn that the waste clippings make a carload for the
paper mill every three or four weeks.
It may be properly mentioned here that the books bound in the
West Publishing Co. bindery are all bound in solid sheep,– not in
skiver. Skiver is sheepskin that has been split and stretched. It costs
much less than sheep, and has about one-third the durability of the
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solid leather. Of late years it has come into surprisingly wide use as
a covering for law books, appearing even on books issued by publishers of the highest standing, though it is quite possible that the
contracting binder is the responsible person in such cases. It is more
than probable that the disrepute which has fallen upon sheep binding
in certain localities, leading to the experimental substitution of canvas and other bindings, is due to the use of skiver. If the books
bound in this bindery do not prove durable, that will be evidence of
the intrinsic weakness of solid leather. But that evidence has not yet
come in.
The mailing room shows the methods by which the advance
sheets are distributed to subscribers. There are ten of these separate
issues every six days, each to go out without delay to its own constituency. The loads of pamphlets ready for mailing come down in a
chute from the bindery above, and the mailing clerks at a long table
stamp the subscribers’ names and addresses on them from long
strips of printed names which might almost serve as an attorneys’
directory of the United States. Then they are wrapped and dropped
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into the waiting pouches of one of the regulation mail racks furnished by the postoffice. This rack holds one or more mailbags for
each state. They are locked and forwarded directly to the United
States mail cars, and by this means the delay of sorting them at the
postoffice is avoided, and several hours gained in their distribution
over the country.
The advance sheets sent out from this room average over a ton a
day.
This department is also the pamphlet stock room, where the
back numbers are stored. From the resources of this room any lawyer can secure, by return of mail, a printed copy of any case published in the entire Reporter System,– and that means any of the
275,000 latest decisions of the country. The fee is 25 cents! This is a
different situation from that which existed a few years ago, when
copies of cases could only be obtained in manuscript form from the
court records, and the fee for a single opinion might easily run up to
from $5 to $10.
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In the shipping department the books for which orders have been
received from the office above are wrapped for mailing or boxed for
express or freight shipment. They average from two to six tons per
day throughout the year, and go to every state in the Union, and not
infrequently to other countries as well.
The office details of attending to the mail orders of the business
include reading and replying to from 500 to 1,000 letters every day;
recording orders and shipping the books; and following the “live”
accounts on our ledgers with some 30,000 customers, scattered
over the whole country.
The permanent records of the office include a card list of correspondents, in a cabinet of 33 double drawers; a “financial standing”
cabinet, for the guidance of the credit department in accepting orders from new and old customers; a cabinet of maps, one state to a
drawer, showing by a system of colored pegs where the agents of
the company are traveling or are to be sent in the future; and of
course the usual equipment of ledgers and other books, necessary
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for recording the sales and accounts, which range from 25 cents to
several thousand dollars.
To keep these details in order requires a force of about a hundred clerks, grouped into the sales, bookkeeping, collection, and
correspondence departments.
The book stock is in connection with the Sales Department and
fills rows of shelves occupying nearly the entire front of this floor.
The stock is always changing, and is always full.
It is impossible, after going over the building, to avoid a retrospective glance. The business was begun in 1876 in the corner of
one basement room. The present building contains 3½ acres floor
space, and is too small for comfort. It began with no capital. The
paid-up capital stock is now $1,050,000. It began with no market,
and had to make its reputation as it went along. It is now known, by
report at least, to practically the entire bar of the country, and
counts among its regular customers and subscribers the large majority of the book-buying element in all the states. It gives steady employment to more than 500 persons, and it does not take long for
the business transacted by them to run into seven figures.
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A development so rapid and substantial is out of the ordinary. It
is due to the fact that the company has had something out of the ordinary to offer; and as a matter of fact its managers are prouder of
the work that it has done for the legal profession of this country than
of its record for dividends. Dividends might be earned in any business, but it is not often that a private business can work incidentally
a great public good. This had been notably done in the two chief
publications of the West Publishing Co.,– the National Reporter
System and the American Digest System.
The National Reporter System has unquestionably revolutionized
the whole plan of law reporting, and there are many lawyers still in
active practice who can recall the old conditions, and compare them
with the new. The decisions of most of the states were published, in
those days, in the local series known as the State Reports, but there
was no systematic control of the matter. Sometimes the state reporter was a salaried official, sometimes he was a private editor,
sometimes he had a subsidy from the state for the publication,
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sometimes he owned the copyright,– and increased his profits by
making small volumes with few cases. Almost invariably, the publication was several years behind the courts. With the best intentions,
the reporter would have to hold the opinions until a sufficient number had accumulated to make a volume; and often this period was
lengthened by customer or carelessness so that the first authorized
publication of a decision – which was authority from the day of its
filing – might not come until from five to ten years after its rendition. The whole matter of current reporting was in a state of confusion and uncertainty which made it as difficult to find precedents as
it was hazardous not to find them. The late decisions were traps for
the unwary; and manuscript copies were expensive.
The establishment of the Northwestern Reporter was the establishment of a method in reporting which signalized a new order of
things, although it covered only a group of Northwestern states, and
the National Reporter system, bringing all the courts of the country
under the same system, was not completed till some years later.
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This revolutionary idea was simply to report the decisions from a
group of states in one “Reporter.” This insured a sufficient volume
of matter to make possible the weekly publication of “advance
sheets” in pamphlet form. It also insured a clientele, embracing the
bar of several states, which justified the low subscription price of $5
a year. (The decisions of a single state could hardly be supplied to
the limited purchasers afforded by a single state for that amount.) It
is this combination of states, and co-operation of subscribers from
distinct jurisdictions, which explain the utility and success of the
Reporters, and which distinguish them from all previous attempts to
furnish current case-law promptly and at a low price. The Reporters
have brought about prompter publication and lower prices even in
the “official series”; and, by taking the equivalent Reporters, it is
now possible for a lawyer to cover the same range of reports as before at about one-fourth the cost, or to make the same amount of
money go four times as far. And, from the professional standpoint,
the immediate and full publication of decisions from all the scattered
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jurisdictions has led to the harmonizing of judicial rulings, and has
saved much of that “conflict” which is the greatest embarrassment of
the bar,– and of the bench. The Reporters stand for prompt, systematic, exhaustive, economical, and reliable law reporting.
What the National Reporter System has done in the field of reporting, the American Digest System has done in the field of digesting. This System covers the whole field of American judicial precedents,– and it is the only enterprise which undertakes to do so. The
Century Edition, in one series of fifty volumes, gives a systematic
digest of all law points in all reported American cases from the earliest times down to 1896, under one alphabetical arrangement of
subjects. The current edition of the American Digest supplements
the Century by covering the current decisions subsequent to 1896
on the same plan; and this edition is supplemented, in turn, by the
Bimonthly Digest, issued as a stout pamphlet every two months.
The West Publishing Co.’s list includes also several sets of Reports, reprint or new; text-books; statutes, digests, and other law
books. A full descriptive list will be furnished on request. The number of volumes actually put out into the hands of the lawyers justifies literally the caption of the account, “Law Books by the Million.”

THE CLUB.

T

he West Publishing Co. Employes’ Club is not a part of the
official business of the corporation, yet it will probably be as
interesting to visitors as any other department. It represents one of
the latter-day efforts to give the laborer something more than his
stipulated hire in recognition of his human place in the general
scheme of things.
In the summer of 1900, the company rented a three-story building directly across the street from the office establishment, and
placed it, rent free and furnished, at the disposal of this club,
formed exclusively of employes in the business, and including nearly
the entire force,– though of course membership is neither enforced
nor urged. It is a voluntary association formed for the purpose of
establishing a better acquaintance among the employes themselves.
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The Club elects it own officers and directors, makes its own ByLaws, and pays its own current expenses from its monthly dues and
earnings.
The Club building contains three floors and a basement. The first
floor is the general assembly room, and is used for general gatherings, dancing, etc. In the summer it is used for the storage of bicycles during business hours.
At the rear of the first floor is the Ladies’ Room, fitted up with
easy chairs, couches with cushions, a piano, and other accessories to
enable weary girls to make the most restful use of the noon hour. A
girls’ club holds fortnightly meetings here.
The second floor includes a reading room, equipped with all the
current magazines and important journals; the restaurant, fitted up
to serve “meals at all hours”; and, in the rear, the kitchen. Of course
it is used chiefly for midday luncheons. The equipment is of the
best. The management of the restaurant is in the hands of the Club,
and is on the co-operative basis, prices being made barely high
enough to cover the cost. Members thus get the benefit of the economical management.
The third floor is fitted up as a smoking room for the men, and is
equipped with pool and billiard tables, tables for whist parties, etc.
A whist club meets here every Saturday evening, and the other tables are in constant use every noon and evening.
A gymnasium for boys in the basement is one of the things
looked forward to.
The rooms are in constant requisition by club members for evening parties, and the constant use of the different facilities afforded by
the building is the best proof that it has happily filled a real need,
and that it has a future of material usefulness,– and perhaps of something more.
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